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Thai women's clothing displayed outside an open air shop in Bangkok. "Walking
down the street you'll find this if you're thinking graphically," Blaine says. "This
was special—the range of colors and the way the material was hung. These
types of images are great for establishing culturally where you are."

"The more familiar a place is, the less interesting it is," Blaine Harrington told us
not too long ago. An award-winning travel photographer, Blaine visits Asia
frequently, and yet still finds it surprising, intriguing territory, and a source of nearendless picture possibilities.
Travel in Asia is about discovery, as you see first-hand what you've only heard

about or viewed on screens and in the photographs of others. In Asia you can
explore a world that's very different from your own and bring back photographs
that tell the story of what you've experienced.
The key, Blaine says, is to think of yourself as a traveler rather than a tourist.
"Bring along your curiosity, and strive to learn and discover as you take your
pictures. Don't just document what you see. The more curious you are, the better
your pictures and the stories they tell."
Blaine maintains that travelers always want to know what's going on, want to
communicate with people in the countries they visit, and to the extent possible
given the relatively short time they'll be there, to understand the lives and the
culture. "The more you can relate to people and situations, the more meaningful
your images will be."
He suggests doing some research before you go—"so you'll be able to make
better decisions and ask better questions"—and to make up an itinerary of what
you'd like to see, experience and photograph. "But keep it loose," he says, "so
you'll have time to wander and follow up on the unexpected. And in Asia, there will
always be the unexpected interest."
Although he's been traveling and photographing for most of his life, he is still
surprised, still discovering. "Nothing hinders my sense of wonder."

Traveling Companions
Because of the remoteness of some places in Asia, you'll want to be as
photographically prepared as possible. Blaine's always used Nikons, and his
current go-to camera is the D810. He also carries a D700 as backup. He always
takes along an SB-900 Speedlight, often two of them for easily set up, wireless onand off-camera flash photos.
He routinely packs four NIKKOR lenses: the AF-S NIKKOR 24-70mm f/2.8G ED,
AF-S NIKKOR 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II, AF-S NIKKOR 14-24mm f/2.8G ED
and AF Fisheye-NIKKOR 16mm f/2.8D.
It's likely that's going to be more glass than you'll want to carry, so he suggests
that the 24-70mm and 70-200mm telephotos will handle most situations. If you'd
like to lighten the load further, consider a one-lens solution by pairing your Nikon
DSLR with a wide-to-tele zoom like the AF-S NIKKOR 24-120mm f/4G ED VR or
AF-S NIKKOR 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR.
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curiosity, and strive
to learn and discover
as you take your
pictures. Don't just
document what you
see. The more
curious you are, the
better your pictures
and the stories they
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A maiko (apprentice geisha) at the KitanoTenmangu Shrine, Kyoto, Japan. "A geisha is
perhaps one of the most recognizable, iconic
images of Japan, and I was able to
photograph this one in a tent near a festival
as she was preparing for a performance. I
couldn't ask her or any of the others to pose,
but I stood at the back, quiet and unobtrusive,
and took photos."

The remote nature of many Asian attractions doesn't prompt him to add more
batteries and memory cards to his camera bag. "I take the same as I always carry
—four 8-gigabyte CF cards, one 16-gig and four 32-gig SD cards, and three extra
batteries for the D700 and one extra for the D810."
But he does carry superglue, a Swiss Army knife and jeweler's screwdrivers, and
has nothing bad to say about gaffer tape. He also brings along the pro shooter's
friend: a sturdy tripod, but doesn't carry it to every location.
Because rugged terrain and less than ideal weather are realities of travel
photography in Asia, Blaine puts in a good word for drip-dry hiking clothes and
REI Tech-Compatible lightweight liner gloves, a raincoat for himself and a rain
cover for his cameras. "Traveling in Asia, especially in the Himalayas, means
having at least a general idea of what the weather will be like. I always pay
attention to and plan for the extremes so l know what clothing will be best. The key
words are 'weather app' and 'layers.' "
Blaine makes his living from his images, so making sure they're safe and sound is
vital, and he has an end-of-day routine that you probably won't want to emulate,
but from which you might borrow some ideas. "I'll back up the images to two one-

terabyte hard drives using my laptop to view and transfer them." He also has a
standalone data storage device that will handle the transfer of the images from the
cards to the hard drives in case something happens to the laptop. With everything
transferred, he'll erase the cards.

World of Changes
Blaine travels in Asia to capture colorful, exotic and compelling images for
assignment and stock sales, but he also realizes that his pictures have more than
commercial value.
"More and more, cultures throughout the world are being affected by popular
culture," he says. "With quick and easy communication, it seems that every remote
village feels the affect of satellite TV and internet." Because of this, the differences
between indigenous cultures and the wider world are disappearing. "Anyone
traveling and photographing in certain areas of Asia might well get the sense that
in some cases they're seeing and photographing what might not be around for
long."
What he's after especially are places where these cultures still exist, and he can
photograph, for example, the role that agriculture plays in people's lives. He may
well be capturing stories of lifestyles that may not exist in ten years. Looking for
these stories can give direction, even a theme, to your photography.
He highly recommends the journey. "I take seriously something someone told me
years ago: 'Don't wait for the assignment.' If there's a curiosity and an opportunity,
don't wait."

Travel Tip Advice
Do some research. You'll learn things like the closer to Beijing, the more
the Great Wall of China is preserved and renovated. Better pictures
result.
You've traveled far to take lots of shots, so be sure you've got image
backup covered.
Know your gear and your settings cold. Most times you won't get a redo
of an ideal opportunity.
Sometimes weather cooperates, sometimes not. Be prepared.
Allow extra time when a place, like a monastery, is going to offer lots of
picture possibilities.
Pictures of people have two comfort levels: you're comfortable shooting;
they're comfortable with you. Boost both levels by being enthusiastic,
friendly, confident.

Photographs from all points on the compass are featured at Blaine's website, blaineharrington.com.
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